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Abstract 
In this contribution, we show a noise estimation procedure in order 
to design an adaptive Minimum Variance Distortionless Response 
(MVDR)-Beamformer in the frequency domain. This new algo-
rithm uses a multi-channel minimum statistic algorithm. This leads 
to a very robust implementation that outperform ideal Voice Activ-
ity Detection (VAD) based algorithms in a non-stationary environ-
ment. 

Introduction 
The Problem of speech enhancement in noisy environment is still a 
research and development problem. One possible solution includes 
the use of several microphones. It has been shown that the optimal 
solution consists of  a MVDR-Beamfomer which is independent 
from the desired signal in conjunction with a single channel Wie-
ner-filter1  

The implementation of the MVDR-beamformer part can be done in 
many different ways. We will focus on frequency-domain solu-
tions, where the coefficients are estimated directly and plucked into 
an overlap-add filtering structure 2.  This leads to a so-called adap-
tive open-loop (AOL) implementation of the MVDR-Beamformer. 

Algorithm 
MVDR-Beamformer 
The coefficients of a time-variant MVDR-Beamformer consisting 
of N microphones are given by 
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is the power spectral density matrix of the input Signal, estimated 
by using a recursive Welsh-Periodogram for each element of the 
form 
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d represents the propagation vector of the desired source, l denotes 
the current time, and n the frequency index. In typical speech appli-
cation scenarios we are using 129 frequency bins with 50% overlap 
in the overlap-add structure. The recursion constant α is set to 0.9 
for a sampling frequency of 8kHz. 

This design is close to the theoretically optimal coefficients if -and 
only if- the steering of the array is perfect and that there is no corre-
lation between the desired signal and any other signals from any 
other directions. In real-world applications neither requirement is 
fulfilled. On the one hand, the angle of arrival estimation is not 
perfect and in most cases strong early reflections of the desired 
signal occur due to the reverberation effect. Both real-world prob-
lems will lead to strong signal cancellation. Therefore most adap-
tive array algorithms  include a voice activity detection (VAD) 
algorithm to prevent adaptation during speech intervals. 

Multi-channel Minimum Statistics 
In order to overcome the need for VAD an extension of the mini-
mum statistics (MS) algorithm for noise power spectral estimation3 
can be applied.  

The problem of extending the MS-algorithm is that the inherent 
rules are not valid anymore, since the assumption that noise is 
always a minimum of the PSD is only valid for Auto-PSDs, but not 
for Cross-PSDs. Therefore, we suggest to use the channel with the 
best signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as a master for all PSD estimators. 
If a new minimum occurs in the master channel all cross-channel 
and auto-channel PSDs are updated accordingly, including the 
correct time-frame, if an older minimum is selected as the valid 
minimum of the master channel. For speech enhancement typical 
parameters of the minimum statistics algorithm are a memory of 1-
2s divided into 10 blocks.  

The problem of underestimation which has been known and is 
solved for MS 4 is not an issue for this extension, since we are more 
interested in the spatial information, and the  bias is present in all 
estimated elements and therefore, it is cancelled out in eq. 1. 

Simulation Results 
In order to demonstrate the performance and robustness of this new 
algorithm, we generated a time-variant environment. Figure 1 
shows the actual setting of the environment, which consists of 5 
microphones linearly spaced with a distance of 10 cm. Since we are 
choosing a fixed broadside configuration, the steering vector re-
duces to d = 1. Furthermore, two noise sources are present, which 
changes their behaviour over time. The first noise source reduces 
its power by 12dB after 6s and the second noise source starts after 
2s. These dynamic changes happen during a phase, where a VAD 
detection algorithm will detect speech, if it is optimised to reject 
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speech under all circumstances. The VAD detection boundaries (set 
manually) are given in the topmost graph in Figure 2. In order to 
simulate a more realistic environment all signals were convolved 
with room impulse responses, generated by the image method5. The 
reverberation constant was set to τ60= 300ms, which is a good 
approximation for typical office environments. Figure 3 shows the 
SNR-Enhancement (SNRE) for a varying input-SNR. We tested 
different algorithms, all based on the AOL-structure: 

• No NR: no noise reduction applied 

• AOL-MVDR: Direct implementation eq. 1 without any 
modification 

• AOL-MVDR VAD: A VAD-based implementation of 
the algorithm 

• AOL-MVDR MS: the new MS based algorithm. 

 

Figure 1: Configuration 

 
Figure 2: Signal description 

The results shown in Figure 3 clearly indicate that an algorithm 
without any protection from signal cancellation (AOL-MVDR) will 
reduce the SNR, especially if the desired signal is dominant  (Input 
SNR>10dB). Due to the non-stationary environment the VAD 
algorithm performs fair, but cannot follow the changes and is there-
fore restricted in its performance. In comparison, the MS algorithm 
is able to follow the changes and outperforms the other algorithms 
in terms of SNR-Enhancement. 

 

Figure 3: Simulation results SNRE 

In order to analyse the signal cancellation problem in more detail, 
we computed a signal degradation (SD) measure shown in Figure 4. 
SD is a Log-Area-Ratio6 (LAR) coefficient based comparison of 
the clean desired signal without reverberation to the enhanced 
speech signal after processing. If No NR is applied the signal is 
distorted by the reverberation. By using the standard algorithm the 
signal distortion is high and noticeable in the output signal. For 
VAD and MS the additional degradation is quite low and not no-
ticeable. 

 

Figure 4: Simulation results for signal distortion (SD) 

Conclusion 
In this contribution we proposed a new multi-channel noise estima-
tion algorithm based on minimum statistics. Due to the fact that it 
excludes all speech components and estimates noise only, a time-
variant robust MVDR-Beamformer can be designed. Simulation 
results show that the algorithm is suitable for tracking time-variant 
noisy environments without any VAD-algorithm. Informal listening 
tests indicate that no artefacts are introduced in comparison to a 
VAD solution.  
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